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X-TECHZINE

St Xavier's College - is a perfect example of fearlessness, grit, perseverance. 
Xavier's is a label where students can easily be recognised from the crowd 
by their condence and self- esteem. The glimmer in the student’s 
personality is so powerful that itcan easily vanish away the darkness. 
Xavier's is known to provide holistic, melliuous development to the 
students. With the vision of MAGIS comes a new offshoot- ST XAVIER'S 

COLLEGE, NEVTA. 

St Xavier's College, Nevta is a place where students have their head held 
high and their spirits ready to help wherever it's needed. Xavier’s family is 
entrenched

With the soil of humanity and moral principles. Xaviers is a place where 
students are motivated to dream big. Here students are not only taught about 
academics but also how to keep constant efforts to accomplish something 
and that's where they achieve the right attitude. It is a place where students 
are free to y from their wings, explore new horizons and reach unbearable 
heights. These are the virtues that can only be found in Xaviers.

 

Xavier is not only a word combined with alphabets, it is a build- up of a lot of 

the core values such as responsibility, condence, smartness, tactfulness 

rection and most importantly moral values. Our College provides the right di
to the students so that they may lead the life they dream of.

➢ From the Editor’s Desk

St. Xavier's College - is a perfect example of fearlessness, grit, 
perseverance. Xavier's is a label where students can easily be 
recognised from the crowd by their condence and self-esteem. The 
glimmer in the student's personality is so powerful that it can easily 
vanish away the darkness. Xavier's is known to provide holistic, 
melliuous development to the students. With the vision of MAGIS 
comes a new offshoot - 

ST. XAVIER'S COLLEGE, NEVTA. 

St. Xavier's College, Nevta is a place where students have their head 
held high and their spirits ready to help wherever it's needed. Xavier's 
family is entrenched

With the soil of humanity and moral principles. Xavier's is a place 
where students are motivated to dream big. Here students are not only 
taught about academics but also how to keep constant efforts to 
accomplish something and that's where they achieve the right attitude. 
It is a place where students are free to y from their wings, explore new 
horizons and reach unbearable heights. These are the virtues that can 
only be found in Xavier's.
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Editor’s Desk

The will to win, the desire to succeed and the urge to reach your full 
potential are the keys that will unlock the door to excellence and your 
destiny will be attained.

Cliched but true, willpower has the fantastic ability to transmute lives. 
St. Xavier’s college in all its endeavours has attempted to ensure that 
our students truly emerge as powerful, and qualifying every challenge 
posed to them. The education committee of  St Xavier’s College, Jaipur 
has taken every pain to provide the best educational training to its 
students.

I am encouraged to quote Sydney J. Harries, when he said, “the whole 
purpose of  education is to turn mirrors into windows”. We at St 
Xavier’s College, strive to focus on our students.

 The magazine aims to express the creativity and originality of  
thoughts. I extend my heartiest congratulations to each and every 
Xavierite on the release of  this issue of  “TechXZine”.
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It is a matter of  great joy and immense pleasure for all of  us to be a part of  the 
editorial board of  the annual magazine of  the Department of  Computer Science. 
‘X-Techzine’ is an attempt to provide a platform to the students to express their 
views, ideas, and thoughts in the form they excel so that the interchange of  these 
expressions leads to the overall development of  the youth and hence the 
development of  society in general.

Unusual change is a phrase becoming increasingly familiar, particularly over the last 
several years. Whether the reference is technology, workplace, logistics, e-
commerce, artificial intelligence, climate, autonomous vehicles or digital currency.

And as Alexis Carrel rightly said that ‘Hard conditions of  life are indispensable to 
bringing out the best in human personality.’
So with that being said, we are pleased to present you, The Department of  
Computer Science annual magazine ‘X-Techzine Vol 7’ Edition.
X-Techzine continues to expand its reach to achieve its vision of  being a truly 
representative student publication.

Our magazine is the effort of  the whole Department of  Computer Science family 
and we hope as our family grows future editions of  this magazine will be much 
richer in variety and content.

Every year, our editor’s team, designers, photographers, and correspondents, in 
addition to the launch pad for creative urges to blossom naturally. As the saying 
goes, ‘mind like a book works best when you read’. This meek initiative is to set 
young minds free, allowing them to wander free in the realm of  imagination and 
experience to create the beauty of  the world. The final publications reflect the 
epitome of  the magazine and encompass ideas and thoughts that are deep to be 
expressed and too strong to �be suppressed.

The Theme ‘Rising to the New Normal’ explains that going back to the way we 
were before COVID-19 is not an option. Time has come to start the process of  
thinking about a ‘new normal’.
The best thing about this issue is that it represents how we accepted the ‘New 
Normal’ and adapted the New Technology to again make this year a successful one 
in terms of  academics, events, and other co-curricular activities.
We are immensely thankful to the management, teaching, and non-teaching staff, 
entire editorial team, members of  TechZine team 2020-21, Tech-X club members, 
and all our department members for giving support, encouragement, and a free 
hand in this endeavour. Last but not the least we are thankful to all the authors, 
photographers, and the artists who have contributed their articles, pictures, and 
portraits for the magazine.

We truly hope that the pages that follow will make a gripping read!

Editorial Team’s Message



The idea of   the Tech-X club is to provide students with opportunities to discuss a variety of IT 
issues outside the classroom to build greater appreciation and understanding of 
technology. Students plan trips, guest talks, workshops, conferences and special events 
throughout the year. 

In addition to their education, members of the TECH-X Club strive to educate the masses 
about the use of technology

 With the aim of helping students pursue their passions and interests and to unite people the 
TECH-X club was established at St Xavier’s.

 As a member of a group one knows one’s identity, interests and goals. Students can 
demonstrate their versatility, organizational skills, team building skills, leadership skills and 
service thinking. Opportunities for communication to be of great benet Club members 
develop between them which helps to grow their activities. Integrated / shared activities as 
a member of the group appear to be good for the resume. 

In addition some of the objectives of the TECH-X Club are: - 

• Implement the ERP of the Department of Accounts, Department of Examinations and 
College Admissions and University Departments. 

• Promotion of Information Technology education and Information Technology-based 
education 

• Easy and secure access to information between students and skills. 

• Enabling graduates to adapt to rapidly changing technologies with solid foundations. 

We hope that the magazine will highlight some of the great creative efforts of students and 
will go a long way in promoting future TECHNOCRATS!

TECH-X 



Manager Message

The goal education advancement of knowledge and the dissemination
of truth. - John. F. Kennedy

of is

It is a sheer joy to know that the Department of Computer Science of St. Xavier's college ,
Jaipur has brought its X - Techzine magazine's this year's publication which is the result of smart
work and hard work of the department .
The department's magazine is a forum which is specially used for recording events , storage of
happy and fond memories and most importantly student written creative literature . It has a
surety to transform into the most resourceful magazine with rich information .
In this harsh period of The Pandemic , Faculty members of the Department of Computer Science
turned this challenging task into the great opportunity of reviewing research and development in
recent times . We kept our pace with technology and did our best .
X - Techzine defines the meaning of its name , magazine gives the most transparent information
possible and insight of the big range and scope of creative imagination of our students and
faculty members in field technology and research . My admiration to the editorial team for the
passionate work and invested dedication on this goal , this achievement .
I wish for success . I wish for a successful future .

Rev Fr Varkey Perekett , S J,
Manager,
St. Xavier's College, Jaipur, Raj. , India

MESSAGE

 The goal of education is advancement of knowledge and the dissemination of truth.    
- John. F. Kennedy   



Principal Message

There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, and
learning from failure.

~ Colin Powell

Quoting this I am glad to know that the Department of Computer Science of St. Xavier’s college,
Jaipur is bringing out its Magazine “X-Techzine” for the year 2021 which is surely the result of
their hardwork and success.

This college department magazine is a forum which is aptly used for recording events, fond
memories and creative writing. I am sure that this magazine will be informative and resourceful.

Even in this hardful time our students and the faculty members have taken up this challenge and
have prepared a great opportunity to review their efforts and to analyze their achievements in
research and development. Technology is evolving at a rapid rate and we have tried our best to
keep pace with it.

True to its name, Techzine gives an insight into the range and scope of the imagination and
creativity of our students and faculty members in the field of technology and many more. I
applaud the editorial team for the hard work and dedication they have invested in realizing this
goal, and wish my dear students success in all future endeavors.

Rev Fr Dr A Rex Angelo, S J,

Principal

St Xavier’s college,  jaipur

MESSAGE

There are no secrets to success.It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure. 
~ Colin Powell



Vice Principal Message

“Do not go where the path may lead,
Go instead where is no path and leave a trail”

Creativity is inherent in every individual . The need is to provide a fitting impetus and conductive
atmosphere wherein genuine sensibilities finds a spontaneous expression. “Observation more than books,
experience more than persons, persona better than dreams are the prime educators''while academic
knowledge is our major thrust at St, Xavier’s College, preparing our students for real world struggle,
growing them to be socially relevant and making them powerful, upright, considerate and hardworking
individual, is what we perceive to be the genuine growth of a Xavierite.

We at ‘Xaviers’ believe that growth is not an arrow pointing direction but a halo that expands, lights and
warms. It is a rare privilege to be part of such a consortium which dares to hail individuals without any
snobbish scrutiny of their humble origins and backgrounds and transforms them into an enlightened
being.

In the end I earnestly appeal to the students to toil hard, make optimum use of available resources and
excel in their chosen field. Take your wings and accomplish what you desire for. Your sheer tenacity will
drive you to the top. The right sort of ambition is poured, an ambition of a challenging nature is truly a
tremendous spur to achievement. They should march ahead with indomitable spirit without subdued even
in the face of adversities and we are always there to glorify their stories through ‘XtechZine’.
I extend my congratulations to all those who have contributed to the successful publication of the issue of
‘XtechZine’.

Rev Fr Dr Sherry George, S J, 
Vice Principal & Treasurer
St. Xavier's College, Jaipur, Raj. , India

MESSAGE

“Do not go where the path may lead, 
                              Go instead where is no path and leave a trail”



Vice Principal Message

“Reach high, for stars to lie in your soul,
Dream deep, for every dream preceedes a goal”

With an iron will, one can cross the stormy ocean and pierce through the mighty mountains.
Time has come to embrace the new idiom of success; giving up the familiar moth eaten ways.
Step out of the mental rut, never nourish the fear of failure and shake off the inertia which can
sabotage all your efforts.

As time flipped its pages, the college filled its canvas with the tireless strife and with each stroke
of brush it grew a step closer to making its own masterpiece. Education at St. Xavier’s College
has been imperatively reinventing itself with a mission to equip its students with right skills and
perspectives. Our vision of education extends far beyond bookish knowledge. We provide
outreach academic support and a climate that encourages the self-employment of students. With
a glorious legacy, our college stands elated as a foundation of creativity.

Dear ‘Xavierites’ , you have the strength to turn your scars into stars. Our great strength and
therefore lies in being positive in thoughts, speech and deeds.

“Take pride in how far you have come, have faith in how far you can go,attain your grail and let
your failures make your success speak.”
Beckoning you to the worth of success...!

This edition of XtechZine will be notable one either way as it is pulsating with youthful vigour
and throbbing with the throb of thousands of hearts.

Rev Fr Dr Raymond Cherubin, S J,
Vice Principal & Administrator
St. Xavier's College, Jaipur, Raj. , India

MESSAGE

“Reach high, for stars to lie in your soul,
                                     Dream deep, for every dream preceedes a goal”



  Dr Vaishali Singh

Welcome to the Seventh Digital Edition of X-Techzine, 2021 (Annual Magazine) by Department of Computer Science and Tech-X
(IT Club) published under the second coronavirus lockdown. The pandemic COVID-19 outbreak has undeniably shaken the
whole world. The second wave of coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has come as a catastrophe for the education system. The
need of the hour is to root students strongly in constructive work Ethel.

This Seventh issue is of course subjugated by the pandemic, but students of computer science strike an upbeat tone with positive
focus on “New to New Normal - Xavier’s 3.0” to drive social and economic recovery, an update on the IT industry plans and a
number of encouraging articles that show how our online education system is looking to the new normal with optimism and a
renewed sense of collaboration.

The Department of Computer Science imparts advanced technical knowledge to the students to make them globally competent in
this covid challenging world. We want education imparted to our students to be the basis of a lifetime of learning. The students at
St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur are given every chance to explore their talent and encouraged to take initiatives. X-TechZine is a
result of one such initiative. This is the Seventh edition of X-TechZine and I feel privileged to be a part of this magazine.

It will serve as a guiding lamp for the young computer science aspirants to get a better understanding of the IT sector. Each year,
our team of editors, designers, photographers, and correspondents, in addition to generating creative content from the student
populace, work extensively to report on events in and around dept. and college. The final publication reflects and encompasses
the diversity inherent to the academic and extra-curricular spaces in Xavier’s.
It was quite inspiring to watch and witness the potential of our BCA students unfolding at various stages and situations each day.

I hope the informative and resourceful X-Techzine will enhance the creative talents of the students of St. Xavier’s College,
Jaipur.

Head, Department of Computer Science
St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur

If you have a positive attitude and constantly strive to give your best effort, eventually you will overcome 
your immediate problems and find you are ready for greater challenges.                        -Pat Riley

MESSAGE



Dr Dharmveer Yadav

St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur has gained the trust and goodwill of the students, parents and public
from all over the country for its excellence in teaching and emphasis on high standards of
research and social work. The Department of Computer Science imparts technical education to
students to make them globally competent in this digital and challenging world. The chief
objectives of the Department of Computer Science are to train and inform students in the field of
technology and furnish them with practical knowledge in order to face the challenges of the
computing industry.

The magazine X-TechZine is a combined effort of the faculty members and the students of the
Department of Computer Science of St. Xavier’s College. The main aspect of this magazine is to
give an overview of our department and our IT club named Tech-X. The magazine not only
blends the ideas of different students, faculty members but also gives a platform to provide
awareness about technological innovations and to provide a platform for the students to
demonstrate their incomparable innovative, techno-based ideas and to enhance their skills in the
IT field.

I congratulate the Department of Computer Science for contributing their innovative and
constructive ideas to the seventh edition of department Magazine “X-TechZine”.

Dr Dharmveer Yadav
Coordinator of planning, project and university affairs
Assistant professor
Department of computer science

MESSAGE

However difficult life may seem, there is always something you can do and succeed at. 
~Stephen Hawking



Keren ma'am Message

“Success comes from those who work Hard and stay with those who don’t rest
the laurels of the past”

on

We are in a world that is revolving fast on the axis of modern technology. It is accelerated

in such a way that we need to pause and reflect on the entire challenges that are to be

faced in the future. This thought motivates us to go through the continuous process of

learning and research to ensure that we move alongside the advancement of technology

through our learning based activities. I take pride to see the computer science students

showcase their collaborative dynamics in the field of Information technology constantly

which is being portrayed through the release of this volume. I wish them all success and

a bright future.All The Best !!

Ms Keren L. Daniel
Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science

MESSAGE

“Success comes from those who work Hard and 
            stay with those who don’t rest on the laurels of the past”



Madhu Ma’am Message

"The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but
on building the new.”

-Socrates

We all have countersigned the ups and downs of the COVID-19 Pandemic this year. The virus's
transmissibility has challenged and impacted each and every person in this world. The Medicare
units and personnel have done commendable jobs and are still serving humanity at their best.

At this time, technology has acted as a strong supportive pillar and provided a novel practice of
work culture. Technocrats developed innovative solutions using technologies like Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning, Big Data, Cloud Computing, Web application development tools
and techniques. High speed internetwork and wireless communication services are offered with
these technical aids to fulfill the needs of the society.

This Edition of X-Techzine witnesses the stage setup and execution of all the academic,
extra-curricular and co-curricular activities on the Virtual platforms. I would like to congratulate
the Editorial team of this Magazine for bringing up this exclusive version of X-Techzine 2021,
blended with the trials of the online education system.

I wish them all success.

Dr Madhu Sharma
Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science

MESSAGE

"The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but on building the new.”
-Socrates



Pushpanjali Ma’am Message

Hard work beats talent if talent doesn’t work hard.

~ Tim Notke, basketball coach

Technology has completely changed the world and our daily life to a significant extent. The
Department of Computer Science endeavours to provide best professional opportunities to our
students and look forward to their bright future.

I am glad that our department is looming with Volume 7 of the X-Techzine. The department
magazine is a distinguished platform to keep the records of the talents and achievements of the
students. It becomes an inspiration and motivation for the upcoming batches of the college to
give their best. I congratulate the whole team of Tech-X Club who have worked hard to present
the triumphs of the students in an ethical manner.

Ms Pushpanjali Saini
Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science

MESSAGE

Hard work beats talent if talent doesn’t work hard.
~ Tim Notke, basketball coach



Rajeev Nokhwal

Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic
-Arthur C. Clarke

The ability to learn is a skill but the willingness to learn is a choice. The Department of

Computer Science imparts technical education to students to make them globally

competent while building their character and compassion in this challenging world. This

year was full of engaging activities and the challenges we faced were met with full force

by our department. I congratulate the students of the editorial board for the hard work that

they have put in for bringing out the magazine. This magazine provides a platform to

students to come forth and show their creativity and build bridge for all to comprehend

the management and excellence of this great institute.

Rajeev Nokhwal
Lab Assistant
Department of computer science

MESSAGE

Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic
 -Arthur C. Clarke



Journey from being a common Student to 

Vice president, � Students’ Council

 

 

–
 

–  
 
  

 

 

What has been the best experience in my life? The answer would always be – “My three 
years at St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur”. It transformed me into a confident and responsible 
human being that I am today. The memories that this institution has given me are indeed 
valuable for me and I will cherish them forever.

I still remember my first day – an introvert who just moved to a new city, sitting in a class 
with a bunch of completely unfamiliar faces. But who knew that those unfamiliar faces 
would become my closest family.  I wasn’t sure if I would get along well with my subject 
and its concepts but the unconditional support and guidance that I received from my 
teachers gave me a chance to explore my skills and polish them while working with experts 
and fellow mates. They happily accepted me as a member of the Xavier’s family and 
showered me with immense love and support.

The best part about Xavier’s is the plethora of cultural activities we organize every year and 
by organizing, I truly mean the opportunities this institution offers to its students to put their 
life skills to practice before they move into the real competitive world.  I already miss 
working hard 24/7 with my friends and constantly running behind our mentors for their help 
in order to put forth some amazing events.  The skills I gained by working at these events 
helped me shape my career and personality. Working with a practical atmosphere in an 
organization allowed me to learn working with a large group of people, manage teams, 
conquer my fears, and inspired me to keep rising.

As I stepped into the final year of my college life, something which was indeed unexpected 
happened. I got the golden opportunity to serve as the Vice President as a part of Students’ 
Council 2020-21. It seemed to be a really big responsibility to me, but with my fellow 
council members on my side and with the very helpful guidance from my mentors, I proved 
myself as a capable leader. It is an episode of life which will always bring a proud smile on 
my face. If there is one piece of advice I can pass on to my juniors, it would definitely be the 
Students’ Council. Each one of you should try to be a part of the council because the level of 
experience and expertise you gain by performing and learning things as a leader is indeed 
incomparable.



 

 

–
 

–  
 
  

 

 

A person cannot walk the path of success alone for he is always backed by the support of like 
minded individuals who are there to guard his steps. I have had my own pillars of strength, 
my friends alongside all these years. We entered this institution as strangers and leave it as 
friends for a lifetime. We sat through all the boring lectures, entertaining ourselves and 
fought for that last sip of cold coffee in the canteen. We have danced till we couldn’t move 
anymore at all the college events and supported each other in the difficult times. These years 
flew by so swiftly just because I had my friends by my side. I will forever be grateful for their 
existence in my life.

As a teenager, I was always afraid to go up on stage and speak in front of the massive crowds. 
This stage fright was something which always pulled me back from presenting my ideas 
freely but through these three years of college, I’ve fought this battle and delivered speeches 
quite confidently in front of hundreds of people. Not only the confidence, but the highlight of 
my career ahead, my graphic designing skills are too, a gift of this institution. These 
achievements would not have decorated my crown if my dynamic faculty members would 
not have stood by me every single time. They have been my guardians at Xavier’s, guiding 
me on the right paths, sharing their experiences, helping me distinguish between the right 
and the wrong, critically examining my work and decisions and also sharing all those happy 
days and laughs with me.

The ends are not always happy, but I would try to keep it rather positive. I wish all the best to 
all my juniors who are getting the opportunity to live their college life at the new campus of 
St. Xavier’s College at Nevta. I know these are trying times as the pandemic has taken away 
all the fun we were supposed to have in the past one and a half year but never mind, great 
days lie ahead of us and we should utilize them to the fullest. All the best for all your future 
endeavors and your seniors are always there for you.

Best Wishes!!
Aman Bubna 
Vice President 
Students’ Council



































































CERTIFICATE AND ADD-ON COURSES

Sr.

 

No

 

Name of the Course

 

Duration

 

About the Program

 

1

 

“Mega Python Training 
Program-

 

From Beginner to 
Professional: Build 5 Real 

World Applications”

 

45

 

Days

 

A 45-day

 

Certificate Program on “Mega Python Training 
Program-From Beginner to Professional: Build 5 Real World 
Applications” has been conducted by the Department of 
Computer Science St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur in joint 
collaboration with the “Road Ahead Technologies India 
Ltd.”, a reputed Jaipur based, Corporate Training Provider 
organization. The program has been offered for the UG 
students of the Department. The Program began on 25 
January 2021, with the formal welcome of the Trainer, Mr. 
Abhishek Jain. The Program Coordinator, Trainer of the 
Program, introduced the participants about the current and 
future scope of the IT Industry in relevance with the Python 
Programming language and its career benefits. He also 
explained how the program is deeply connected with the 
current technical world and working in tune with other key 
technologies like machine learning and big data.

 
 

2

 

Short Term Training Program 
on Data Science using R 

programming

 

6

 

Day

 

The Department of Computer Science has organized a Short-
Term

 

Training Program (STTP) on Data Science using R 
programming under the aegis of IQAC and collaboration 
with Xavier's Research Project Cell from 19-24 October 
2020 for BCA Students. The resource person for the session 
was Dr. Brijesh Awasthi, Adjunct Professor (Data Analytics 
and Research) Poornima University, Jaipur, Rajasthan, and 
Adjunct Professor (Data Analytics) Jaipuria Institute of 
Management, Jaipur. The STTP started with basic 
knowledge of statistical data with the help of interesting 
examples and the crucial role of statistical analysis in the 
field of research and development. Dr. Brijesh Awasthi 
further elaborated the need for improvement on our data 
analytical skills using R Programming. The session imparted 
confidence in

 

working with RStudio with hands-on 
experience with advanced techniques to quantify the data 
and gain knowledge with the working of the Data Frame and 
retrieval of the manipulated data

 
 

 



WORKSHOPS AND GUEST LECTURES
Sr.

 

No

 

Name of the Course

 

Duration

 

About the Program

 

1

 

“Research Methodology: 
Internet of Things as a 

Methodological Concept”

 
 

2 Days

 

A two-day online workshop on Research methodology -

 

The 
Internet of things as a Methodological Concept, was organized by 
the Department of Computer Science at St. Xavier's College, Jaipur 
for students from all streams. The event held on 29th-30th 
September

 

2020, addressed a lack of consensus on the nature of 
computing research methods amid a growing number of programs 
that are exploring newer models and content for technology. The 
resource person for the workshop were Dr. Jagdish Prasad, Director 
of Statistics and Business Analytics, the Amity School of Applied 
Science, Jaipur and Dr. Dinesh Goyal, Professor in Computer 
science and Engineering, Poornima Institute of Engineering and 
Technology, Jaipur. Dr Prasad shared his valuable insight on the 
“Overview of Research Methodology in the area of Computer 
Science”. Dr. Goyal delivered his thoughts on the topic of 
“Building of IoT and it’s Research Directions”.

 
 

2

 

Corporate Institute Interface-
Virtual Industry Visit and a 

Guest Lecture on Cloud 
Collaboration Tools

 

1 Day

 

The students and faculties of the Department of Computer Science 
witnessed the hidden corporate culture and environment during a 
Virtual visit and webinar on “Corporate Institute Interface-Virtual 
Industry Visit and a Guest Lecture on Cloud Collaboration

 

Tools” 
organized by the Department of Computer Science on 9th October 
2020 for BCA students. The resource person for the event was Mr. 
Vipin Jain, Quality Assurance Head, Metacube, a leading software 
product development company in Jaipur and Dr. Anubha Jain, Head 
& Associate Professor (CS & IT) IIS, Jaipur. Mr. Vipin Jain 
explained the functioning of the IT corporations and about the types 
of projects and their key clientele, and software used by his 
organization. In adding essence to the talk, the

 

importance of 
Quality assurance was stressed for any type of project and role of 
different personnel at different stages of development. He 
emphasized that the IT personnel must have good interpersonal 
relations and soft skills to grab the ladder of success. Dr. Anubha 
Jain spoke about “Cloud Collaboration Tools”, She shared a vast 
amount of information about the Cloud Computing tact and 
technological aspects. She elaborated the significance of few of the 
tools which are utilized in Cloud Collaboration using the google 
drive. In order to motivate and make the session lively she gave the 
students a boost up session on cloud through an online quiz game.

 

3

 

Intellectual Property Rights for 
Innovative Entrepreneurship

 
 

3 Days

  

The Department of Computer Science has organized a Three-day 
National workshop entitled intellectual property rights for 
innovative entrepreneurship organized by the Department of 
Computer Science in collaboration with IPR cell and IIC cell of St. 
Xavier’s College, Jaipur from 26-28 November 2020. The resource 
persons for the workshop were Dr. Bharat N Suryawanshi, 
Assistant Controller of Patents & Design, Rajiv Gandhi National 
Institute of Intellectual Property Management, Nagpur, Mr. Nakul 
J. Sharedalal, founder NS Legal, Mentor at KCCI, Honorary Global 
Advisor at AACCI and CIAC, Prof (Dr.) Vijay Singh Rathore, 
Professor CS and Director International IIS University, Jaipur and 
Mr. Vikas Asawat, Patent Attorney and Registered with

 

Patent. Dr. 
Bharat N Suryawanshi started the session by familiarizing us with 
the denotation of intellectual property rights and all the terms 
related to it. Students understood

 

the factual meaning of Patents, 
trademarks, designs and copyrights. He shared a detailed 
presentation on the process of patent, trademark, GI, Copyrights

 

etc 
and clarified the minute difference between these. Prof (Dr.) Vijay 
Singh Rathore thoroughly explained various benefits of IPRs and 
gave real examples to understand the importance of Patent and 
Copyright. He also explained the importance of economic analysis 
and its application to trademark, copyrights, patents. Mr. Vikas 
Asawat explained various rules of copyright and trademark. He 
shared a presentation on the geographical indication and gave the 
latest data on the status of GI in India. Students and faculty 
members were made aware of benefits and the process of 
registrations of trademark.

 



4

 

Guest Lecture on Specific and 
Focused Career Study with a 

Professional Certificate

 

1 Day

 

The Department of Computer Science has organized a Guest 
Lecture on 30 January 2021 at 11:00 am for

 

the students of 
Bachelor of Computer Application. The Lecture titled -

 

Specific 
and Focused Career Study with a Professional Certificate has been 
aimed to bridge the Academia -

 

Industry gap. The resource person 
for the session was Mr Abhishek Jain, an IT Engineer in Java, 
Android, Python, Machine Learning, Data Science & Big Data 
Technologies with an experience of 15 years in the IT Industry and 
Mr Ritesh Jain, Internationally certified professional in oracle 
database & Amazon web services with an experience of 15 years in 
IT Industry. Mr Abhishek Jain highlighted the importance of 
Python in all complex program development and the demand of 
Python Professionals in industries. Mr Ritesh Jain focused on the 
Demand of AWS Solutions Architect and the need of va lidating the 
Cloud Knowledge and Skills in the current IT scenario.

 

5

 

National webinar on 
“Securing Youth against 
Cyber Crime Threats”

 

1 Day

 

A National webinar on “Securing youth against Cyber Crime 
Threats” was organized by the department of Computer Science, St 
Xavier’s College, Jaipur on 14 September 2020. The objective of

 

the webinar is to make students aware of cybercrime and how to 
safeguard themselves. During the webinar, Varun Kapoor said, 
“Youth has to take one step forward to control and help in handling 
the threats related to Cyber Crime and support in creating 
awareness for it”. He also discussed a few case studies to make the 
attendees aware about the rise in cybercrime in the current scenario. 
He made youth aware about the right type of settings and important 
points to be taken care of while sharing their information through 
social media and other sources. He also shared a few important tips 
to stay alert while interacting and capturing videos and images 
through the internet.

 
 

6

 

"Life Skills -

 

Yoga, Physical 
Fitness, Health and Hygiene" 

in collaboration with Life 
Skills Enhancement Cell 

(LSEC)& Swachhta Action 
Plan (Hygiene)

 

2 Days

 

i.A Two days Online Workshop on "Life Skills -

 

Yoga, Physical 
Fitness, Health and Hygiene " in collaboration with Life Skills 
Enhancement Cell (LSEC)& Swachhta Action Plan (Hygiene) was 
organized by the Department of Computer Science, St Xavier’s 
College, Jaipur on 23 and 24 September 2020. Dr. Ajay Kumar 
Dandotiya addressed the students the need for Yoga in the Modern 
World. He demonstrated a few Yoga exercises to manage stress, 
anxiety and how to relax the body.Dr. Sanjeev Kumar stressed on 
the key topic of Self Safety and Hygiene during Covid-19. He 
emphasized that Personal hygiene begins at home! He discussed 
safety which is achieved through good hygiene practices.Dr. 
Shankar Goenka emphasized on the key topic of Mindful Approach 
to Mental Health and Happiness. He encouraged the youth that, 
Life has to be taken care of so as to keep discipline in the body, 
mind and soul.

 

 

7

 

International E-Waste day

 

1 Day

 

To mark the International E-Waste Day, a webinar was organized 
by the Department of Computer Science in collaboration with Eco 
Friendly Club and Swachhta Action Plan (Waste Management) at 
St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur. The online event stressed on the 
urgency and the need for adopting environment friendly E-waste 
recycling practices in our college and the society. The organizing 
committee arranged a competition to bring out innovative ideas of

 

the youth through presentations and short videos that would help us 
recycle and reduce e-waste easily and more efficiently. Ms. Reena 
Singh informed about the laws for managing e-waste that have been 
put in place by the Government of India. The law strengthens the 
rule of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), which ensures the 
waste reaches authorized recyclers. Despite these rules, she 
expressed her concern over E-waste growing at a compound rate at 
the cost of health and the environment.

  

Ms. Singh also spoke about 
the immense potential in augmenting e-waste recycling in the 
country.

 

 



Sr.

 

No

 

Name

 

Project Name

 

Details

 

 

1

 

Mahesh Thapa

 

(BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)

 Gym Management 
System

 

Websites play a major role in today's electronic world. Having a website means 
availability of information of a particular business to the user. Websites are a nifty 
tool that every business needs. For this reason, an online system, i.e. a website is 
required for a gym owner, where customers can get all information about the gym 
and can register themselves, has been introduced and developed. Usually, 
Managers or staff use paper or register for maintaining their records. There is a 
lot of redundancy of wor k and chances of errors. Also, when the records are 
changed, they need to be updated every time on every file. The Gym website 
consists of Gym management System which eliminates most of the limitations of 
the existing system. The gym website increases effi ciency and effectiveness, 
automation, accuracy, user-friendly interface, information availability, 
communication capacity, maintenance, cost reduction makes our system smarter 
than the existing system. The system has been introduced with some new features 
along with all the necessary and basic requisites. Some of them are like receiving 
details from client as well as entering of data by admin/receptionist, searching of 
details of client or trainer by id or their name, deleting the details of client and 
trainer.

 
 

2

 

Garima Modi, 

 

Sakshi Wadhwani

 
 

(BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)

 

Women Warr ior: A 
Mobile Based 
Safety System

 In today's generation, the volume of people using smartphones is increasing 
continuously. Thus,it has opened scope for various types of applicat ions for user 
convenience. With all those, a smart phone can also be used for personal security 
or various other protection purposes, mainly for children and Women security. In 
general, majority of crimes are committed with women or girls. Thus, the 
development of a security system is needed for women safety on high precedence. 
The proposed system-Women Warrior, a mobile based application might help in 
reducing such crimes. This security system has been designed for women in 
distress. This application can be activated by a single click, which then sends the 
location of the user and sends a message and connects a call to the registered 
contacts. The unique feature of the application is an Alarm button from which an 
alarm sounds by a click and victim can seek help, in case of absence of inter 
network. Safety tips and laws are also there. With the registration and logging in 
to the application with the correct information, the user's life can be saved. All 
these features of the application combine all-in-one system for women safety.

 
 

3
 

Lakshay Agarwal,
 

 
Rohan Singh,

 
 

Sharan Shibu
 

(BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)
 

E-Assistance for 
Maid Services

 Building on qualitative, unstructured interviews with general housewives of 
India's informal economy, this article seeks to illuminate the complexity of the 
domestic work with them and problems in home management faced by them and 
methods adopted by them as they find the other helping hand in the form of maids. 
Online Maid Finder is a system which needs to be there in order to help 
housewives and hence assists in finding the essential personnel for their homes. 
Using it, one can appoint for different kinds of services which are required in 
houses, in short for all kinds of household jobs. Using and analysing different 
platforms, a system is prepared to create the best which suits the best. Here, in 
this paper, the methods and methodology required for the dev elopment of an e -
assistance for maid services has been presented.  

 

4  Sahil  and  Blessy  

(Students, BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)  

SMS: Augmenting 
the School 
Practices 

Effectively  

The advancements in technology have continued to influence society so as to leap 
towards success. Every technological reform is a small step towards 
advancement, innovation and progress of mankind through the brilliance of the 
human mind. Developments in information technologies have also been 
impacting the educational systems. The introduction of various advanced 
technologies in schools can thus result in decreased usage of paper and thus, 
bringing in the e -formal or the digital era. Thus, the schools should e mploy a 
management information system (MIS) to improve the efficiency of management 
services. A school management information system is a system that provides the 
necessary information to manage a school effectively. They provide an objective 
system for re cording and aggregating information and provide support to the 

RESEARCH PROJECTS



institution's strategic goals and development. The administrative processes and 
the huge official paperwork of school can be simplified by the means of 
management information systems (MIS). Sch ool records the information about 
all its students and teachers can be efficiently maintained by means of the school 
management system. On the similar lines, the assignment and attendance records 
of the pupils and teachers can be maintained by means of ass ignment and 
attendance management system respectively. Further, the management 
information system can effectively maintain the data pertaining to assignment, 
finances, books and management of the institutions. To sum up, the school 
management system not on ly eases the paperwork but also ensures the efficient 
functioning of the school's administration. It makes up for a more effective way 
of storage and distribution of information without any hassle. Therefore, realizing 
the importance of management informat ion systems in schools and more 
importantly its successful implementation is a necessity. There is a dire need to 
employ such systems to bring qualitative improvement in the prevalent 
educational practices.

 
 

5

 

Kriti Malpani ,

 
Manisha Shresth

 
(Students, BCA III, 

Department of 
Computer Science)

 

Blood Donate 
Mobile Application

 
 
 

There is an expectation that the blood will always be there when it is really 
needed. Blood donor volunteers constitute the main supply source in an effective 
blood supply chain management. They feed blood stocks through their donation. 
In an emergency situation, if the stocks are insufficient, the only source of blood 
supply will be the people who come to the health centre and donate the blood on 
a voluntary basis. It is certain that time is a very important component in such a 
situation. For this reason, the health care centre should call the nearest available 
donor in order to ensure to get the service as quickly as possible. A smart phone 
application is developed to facilitate the identification of the nearest available 
blood donor volunteer and the communication with him/her in the emergency 
situations where the blood can't be supplied through the blood banks' stocks. In 
this paper this application has been presented.

 
 6

 

Varun Nandwani,

 
 

Jagpreet Muchhal, 
Pushpendra Achora

 (Students, BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)
 

Payroll 
Management 

System
 

Payroll management system is a software that allows the businesses 
organisations/institutes to input, process, update, store its

 

employees' attendance 
and payment data. It is an organised system that make it convenient and easy for 
the managements to maintain the payroll system of the organisation. It is suitable 
for all kind of organisations –

 

small scale, medium scale, large scal e, profit 
making or non-profit making organisations. Since, the process of maintaining the 
employees has become complex with various aspects added to the businesses. 
Our Payroll System aims to solve the issue of improper management of the 
employees. Throug h the use of advance methods and working, it is helpful in 
reducing the redundancy of the data in the organisation. It uses up to date 
technology to cope up the challenges of the corporate world in maintaining their 
employees' payment details and history.

 
 7

 
Komal Khatri,

 Ashpreet Singh
 (Students, BCA III, 

Department of 
Computer Science)

 

Jewellery Design 
and Management 

System
 

Mobiles have gained unprecedented importance in our lives, today. People around 
the world choose mobile devices as their preferred medium to connect with other 
people, gather information or even do business. As a result, many businesses are 
actively devising new mobile marketing strategies to reach out to their audience. 
Online selling is a next generation trend of dealing in products and services. This 
strategy is being practised by most of the traders and businessmen across the 
globe through which they communicate or engage with their potential customers 
in an interactive and relevant manner. In this context, we have developed a 
website with domain name “jaipursilverjeweller.org”, to explain more about 
jewellery.  

 
8 Abhinav Sharma, 

 Chhavi Prakash 
Saxena, Kalika 

Bargota, 
 Samerth Sharma 

Foody Funday: A 
Restaurant 

Management 
System  

In this era of modern technology where time is everything, we took our time to 
make this website intuitive for all the age groups, its for people to browse and 
book from home their desired table, the amazing view, choose menu of interest, 
and about everything which will make their night special if not perfect. This 
website makes it easy for celebrations, business meetings, birthdays, smal l get 
together to be organized without complicated situation and running into a number 



 

(Students, BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)
 

of problems because of miscommunication, or in transparency. This paper is all 
about a system for restaurant work management. The system ensures a provision 
of smooth se rvice of booking a table and look on the available food menu 
according to the customers for a great experience.

 
 9

 
Ranvijay Singh 
Tawar, Daksh 

Mathur,
 

 
Dishant Sharma,

 
 

Banu Pratap Singh
 (Students, BCA III, 

Department of 
Computer Science)

 

Collision 
Prevention and 

Avoidance 
Mechanism

 

Collision preven tion is critical for navigation safety at sea. At early ages, 
researchers aimed at developing navigational assistance systems for enhancing 
situational awareness of human operators as human is at the core of collision 
avoidance. Recently, autonomous vehicl es have gained a remarkable amount of 
attention with a focus on solving collision problems by machines. This paper 
provides an overview of collision prevention techniques based on the three basic 
processes of determining evasive solutions, namely, motion p rediction, conflict 
detection, and conflict resolution and various key technologies for unmanned 
ships. The strengths and weaknesses of different methods for these three 
fundamental processes are discussed.

 
 

10 Angad Srivastav, 
 Chirag Mathur 

(Students, BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science) 

Join kudrat: A 
Real-time 

Anonymous 
Communication 

System 

“Join Kudrat” is a web -based application which may be used to interact with 
people and which gives a safe and se cure platform to diverse groups to express 
their opinions under the protective garb of anonymity. It can also be used to create 
a meeting space for discussion or any business deal. It allows for fast paced 
communication as it does not rely on any form of l ogin authentication. It simply 
requires the end user to enter their name (as per their desire) and the room that 
they wish to enter in order to communicate. Achieving this objective is 
challenging as this type of application usually requires for user's dat a to be 
collected and then represented. Kudrat does not store any user data and still 
achieves the vaunted objective of expeditious communication. It also solves the 
problem of storage consumption since it is a web-based application that works on 
the world wide web. It does not store any cache or cookies and requires minimal 
RAM storage for its operation.  

 

11
 Umang Choudhary,

 
 

Bijoy K D,
 

 
Yash Sonkiya,

 

Aryan Sharma
 

(Students, BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)
 

Hostel 
Management 

System
 

Hostel Management System is the system that is created to manage the student 
data, admission process, staff data, room allotment and the creation of receipt for 
the fees paid by the student who stay in the hostel. It also h elps in maintaining 
visitors' messages. The model of the project is inspired by the difficulties faced 
by the people working in this field. It is often immensely time consuming and 
prone to faults in the data or even maneuvering the way to a particular rec ord. 
We, as a team have taken an in -depth look at all the possible issues or problems 
that could cause the system to fail and have created a structure that to its core has 
been defined by thorough examination of the way a hostel works.

 
 

12
 

Amandeep Singh, 
 

Deepank Jangid,

 

Shresth Bhatiya

 

(Students, BCA III, 
Department of 

Computer Science)

 

Online Book Rent 
System

 Student Book Place (Books Rent Management System) deals with the 
maintenance of the Book rent details. It works on the principles of renter and 
borrower. It is maintained on the daily basis of rent request. The faculties will be 
provided with fulfilment of separate form to validate the identity of borrower. 
The validation of information done by admin will make

 

the borrower eligible to 
have the services. Only if the information entered in the form comes out to be 
true, then only books will be sent. The books rented reports based on weekly and 
consolidate will be generated. It will serve as time effective tool fo r generating 
rental stats for large number of orders. BookPlace (Books Rent Management 
System) is a website developed for need of books in schools, colleges and 
institutes and even for leisure. The information is sorted by the admin, which can 
be provided in particular scenarios. This system will also help student. Books 
Rent Management System has become an important factor in modern time. This 
system should help the people to streamline their current rooks buying style. 
Building this system in web -based in terface will further help the ease of 
accessibility through any web browser.
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DEPARTMENT  LAURELS



A.Y Name  of 
Students 

Event Details Organized 
by 

Event 
Level 

Achievements 

2015-
16 

Parakaram 
Singh 

Rajawat 

Inter-
Collegiate 
Swimming 

UOR State 2 Silver, 1 
Bronze 

2015-
16 

Raj Yadav Inter-
Collegiate 

Lawn Tennis 

UOR State Runners-up 

2015-
16 

Raj Yadav Inter-
Collegiate 

Lawn Tennis 

BITS Pilani State Runners-up 

2015-
16 

Raj Yadav Inter-
Collegiate 

Lawn Tennis 

Manipal 
University 

State Champion 

2015-
16 

Sukirt Johari Inter-
Collegiate 

Cricket 

UOR State Runner of 
Knock 

2017-
18 

Deepank 
Jangid 

Inter-
Collegiate T.T 

UOR District 1 st 

2017-
18 

Deepank 
Jangid 

State Ranking RTTA State 3rd 

2017-
18 

Deepank 
Jangid 

National 
Champ 

TTFI National Participation 

2018-
19 

Deepank 
Jangid 

Fest. Manipal 
University 

State 1st 

2018-
19 

Deepank 
Jangid 

State Champ RTTA State 1st 

2018-
19 

Deepank 
Jangid 

State Champ RTTA State 3rd 



2019-
20

 

Deepank 
Jangid

 

Fest.
 

BITS Pilani
 

National
 

1st

 

2019-
20  

Deepank 
Jangid  

State Ranking RTTA State 3rd

 

2019-
20  

Deepank 
Jangid  

State Ranking RTTA State 3rd 

2019-
20

 
Deepank 
Jangid

 
State Ranking RTTA State 3rd

 

 



INFRASTRUCTURE DETAILS

COMPUTER LABS

CLASS ROOMS LIBRARY

AUDITORIUM

CANTEENCONFERENCE ROOM



ACTIVITIES REPORT FOR SESSION 2020-21

Alumni Interaction Program 
“Struggle, Experience and Achievements”

 An interactive session with the alumni was organized by the Department of  
Computer Science and IT club, Tech-X, on 19th September 2020 for BCA 
students. The first speaker on this occasion was Alan Antony. He graduated with 
a Bachelor of  Computer Science from St. Xavier's College, Jaipur in 2013. He was 
the first president of  Xavier’s college alumni. He had arranged a meeting for the 
faculty and students at the Madras Christian College, Chennai, with the 
President of  India at the Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi. He is currently 
working as a senior executive HR personnel in Noida. The next speaker was 
Jitesh Wadhwani. He had done his BCA from the college in 2013. He is a skilled 
Microsoft user and adept in Adobe Photoshop and SAP- procurement enterprise. 
Currently, he is working as an Import Assistant at Al-Reef  LLC in Oman. The 
college alumni went down the memory lane to share experiences laced with 
nostalgia on how Xavier’s College groomed them in academics and inculcated 
values that helped cement their successful careers. Both underscored the 
importance of  family and teachers in life. They expressed their sincere gratitude 
to the staff  members under whose tutelage they learned to lead a wholesome life.



ii. Name of the event:-
Bridge Course on “Basics Computers”

About the program:-
The “Basics Computers” designed and scheduled from 1-10-2020 to 11-10-2020 for the
non-IT students from different streams like arts/science/commerce and were not having
Informatics Practice (IP) as a subject in school education. This bridging course was
considered as a department-preparation course with an academic curriculum/syllabus that was
designed to mature these students for the Under Graduates level studies by providing
instructions and significant practices in a knowledgeable computer skill. This course will
provide a basic knowledge of Computer, Operating System, Number system, software and
hardware to the students. From this course the students learnt how computers operate
themselves and how they can be used to make work more efficient. For the students it became
easy to recognize the basic components of computers and terminology such as data,
information and file management, computer networks, Internet, content search, and email
management. The outcome of the courses was to understand and study the history of
computer programming, study about the internet operations and basic protocols, study web
designing basics, understand the basic working process of an operating system and examine
the structure of various number systems and its application in digital design and analyze a
web page and identify its elements and attributes.

iii. Name of the event:-
Bridge Course on “Basic Mathematics”

About the program:-
BCA is a professional course that welcomes the students from all the streams. Therefore, the

Department of Computer Science had offered a bridge course of Basic Mathematics for the
non-mathematics-based students for 15 hours duration in two batches from 12-10-2020 to
28-10-2020 & 2-11-2020 to 18-11-2020. So that they can be at par with the mathematics
based-students. The bridge course was conducted before the beginning of the regular classes.
This helped the non-mathematics-based students to have a clear understanding of the basic
concepts of mathematics. The bridge course has also helped the students in learning the IT
based concepts which were basically mathematics oriented. This concept building was needed
for the efficient learning of subjects like Discrete mathematics in BCA.

The “Basics Computers” was designed and scheduled from 1-10-2020 to 11-10-
2020 for the non-IT students from different streams like arts/science/commerce 
and were not having Informatics Practice (IP) as a subject in school education. 
This bridging course was considered as a department-preparation course with 
an academic curriculum/syllabus that was designed to mature these students for 
the Under Graduates level studies by providing instructions and significant 
practices in a knowledgeable computer skill. This course will provide a basic 
knowledge of  Computer, Operating System, Number system, software and 
hardware to the students. From this course the students learnt how computers 
operate themselves and how they can be used to make work more efficient. For 
the students it became easy to recognize the basic components of  computers and 
terminology such as data, information and file management, computer networks, 
Internet, content search, and email management. The outcome of  the courses 
was to understand and study the history of  computer programming, study about 
the internet operations and basic protocols, study web designing basics, 
understand the basic working process of  an operating system and examine the 
structure of  various number systems and its application in digital design and 
analyze a web page and identiMathematicsTfy its elements and attributes.

Bridge Course
“Basics Computers”

Bridge Course
“Basics Mathematics”

 BCA is a professional course that welcomes the students from all the streams. 
Therefore, the Department of  Computer Science had offered a bridge course of  
Basic Mathematics for the non-mathematics-based students for 15 hours 
duration in two batches from 12-10-2020 to 28-10-2020 & 2-11-2020 to 18-11-
2020. So that they can be at par with the mathematics based-students. The bridge 
course was conducted before the beginning of  the regular classes. This helped 
the non-mathematics-based students to have a clear understanding of  the basic 
concepts of  mathematics. The bridge course has also helped the students in 
learning the IT based concepts which were basically mathematics oriented. This 
concept building was needed for the efficient learning of  subjects like Discrete 
mathematics in BCA.



iv.
Name of the event:- Alumni

interaction

program on

“Bridging

the

gap

between

technology

and

academics: “A way towards career opportunities in IT sector”

About the program:-
Alumni associations tide over the need from both academicians and professionals to build

a connectivity between college life and career life so that fresh graduates are made
proactive to face the current challenges of the present competitive world of technology.
United we rise to help each other to achieve the goal. This special session took place on
15th December 2020 through an illuminating interactive session which was organized by
the Department of Computer Science. The alumni as resource person were Mr. Sparsh
Gambir, UI/UX Designer, Ohh Melbourne, Australia, Mr. Shubham Bagadi, Project
manager/Coordinator, HCL and Mr. Neeraj Kheria, Corporate Trainer in AWS, DevOps &
Development Technologies, Jaipur. The first alumni speaker Mr. Sparsh Gambir spoke
about the strategizing and scaling up UI design and UX research. The second alumni
speaker Mr. Shubham Bagadi spoke on the current trends that are opening in the field of IT
and what exactly the companies require while recruiting in this sector. The third alumni
speaker Mr. Neeraj Kheria shared experiences laced with recollection on how St. Xavier's
College groomed them in academics and also inculcated values that helped them to fasten
their successful careers. He also insisted on the importance of getting certification apart
from their graduation. The speakers shared their experiences in looking for a job, reasons
for changing one job from another, their opinions on why computer graduates had an
advantage over other fresh graduates.

Alumni interaction program 
“Bridging the gap between technology and

academics: “A way towards career opportunities 

Alumni associations tide over the need from both academicians and professionals to 
build a connectivity between college life and career life so that fresh graduates are 
made proactive to face the current challenges of  the present competitive world of  
technology. United we rise to help each other to achieve the goal. This special session 
took place on 15th December 2020 through an illuminating interactive session which 
was organized by the Department of  Computer Science. The alumni as resource 
person were Mr. Sparsh Gambir, UI/UX Designer, Ohh Melbourne, Australia, Mr. 
Shubham Bagadi, Project manager/Coordinator, HCL and Mr. Neeraj Kheria, 
Corporate Trainer in AWS, DevOps & Development Technologies, Jaipur. The first 
alumni speaker Mr. Sparsh Gambir spoke about the strategizing and scaling up UI 
design and UX research. The second alumni speaker Mr. Shubham Bagadi spoke on 
the current trends that are opening in the field of  IT and what exactly the companies 
require while recruiting in this sector. The third alumni speaker Mr. Neeraj Kheria 
shared experiences laced with recollection on how St. Xavier's College groomed them 
in academics and also inculcated values that helped them to fasten their successful 
careers. He also insisted on the importance of  getting certification apart from their 
graduation. The speakers shared their experiences in looking for a job, reasons for 
changing one job from another, their opinions on why computer graduates had an 
advantage over other fresh graduates.



v. Name of the event:-
ONLINE PLACEMENT DRIVE “Appcino Technologies” (Appian BPM, Salesforce,

OutSystems, AWS, and MuleSoft ESB)

About the program:-
An Online Placement Drive was conducted by Department of Computer Science in

association with “Appcino Technologies” (Appian BPM, Salesforce, OutSystems, AWS,
and MuleSoft ESB) on 19 Jan 2021 to 30 Jan 2021 for the students of BCA (Batch
2019-20, Batch 2020-21) under the aegis of Training, Internship and Placement cell (TIPC)
for students from all streams. The company expected the candidates applying to have
proficiency in C, C++ and Java programming language. The Job profile offered by the
company was Profile: Trainee Software Engineer with Performing duties: Appian BPM
Developer / Salesforce Developer. The interview processes started with a communication
round followed by Online video technical coding test on Hangout. The candidates
qualifying in the online test were required to appear for Technical interview (PI) on
Hangout. Around 14 students qualified for the final round of Interview in the organization
with the CEO either on phone or hangout and 3 students were finally selected for the HR
round.

vi. Name of the event:-
ONLINE PLACEMENT DRIVE “Paladin Organization” (Direct sales and marketing

company)

About the program:-
The Department of Computer Science is association with a leading Organization “Paladin”
which is one of the fastest growing, innovative customer acquisition firms in India,
providing cost effective and Brand enhancing client representation, Customer acquisition
and business promotion services to the clients globally, conducted an Online Placement
Drive from 25 Jan 2021 to 30 Jan 2021under the aegis of Training, Internship and
Placement cell (TIPC) for BCA/BBA/BCOM (Batch 2019-20, Batch 2020-21) Students.
They offered compensation between 20K- 60K per month completely depending on a
candidate’s caliber and performance. Around 40 students from BCA / BBA / BCom
participated in the drive and Kunal Mathur BCA Final Year Pass out (2019-20) was finally
selected during the drive.

An Online Placement Drive was conducted by Department of  Computer Science 
in association with “Appcino Technologies” (Appian BPM, Salesforce, 
OutSystems, AWS, and MuleSoft ESB) on 19 Jan 2021 to 30 Jan 2021 for the 
students of  BCA (Batch 2019-20, Batch 2020-21) under the aegis of  Training, 
Internship and Placement cell (TIPC) for students from all streams. The 
company expected the candidates applying to have proficiency in C, C++ and 
Java programming language. The Job profile offered by the company was Profile: 
Trainee Software Engineer with Performing duties: Appian BPM Developer / 
Salesforce Developer. The interview processes started with a communication 
round followed by Online video technical coding test on Hangout. The 
candidates qualifying in the online test were required to appear for Technical 
interview (PI) on Hangout. Around 14 students qualified for the final round of  
Interview in the organization with the CEO either on phone or hangout and 3 
students were finally selected for the HR round.

 ONLINE PLACEMENT DRIVE 
“Appcino Technologies”

 (Appian BPM, Salesforce, 
OutSystems, AWS, and MuleSoft ESB)

ONLINE PLACEMENT DRIVE 
“Paladin Organization” 

(Direct sales and marketing company)

The Department of  Computer Science is association with a leading 
Organization “Paladin” which is one of  the fastest growing, innovative customer 
acquisition firms in India, providing cost effective and Brand enhancing client 
representation, Customer acquisition and business promotion services to the 
clients globally, conducted an Online Placement Drive from 25 Jan 2021 to 30 Jan 
2021under the aegis of  Training, Internship and Placement cell (TIPC) for 
BCA/BBA/BCOM (Batch 2019-20, Batch 2020-21) Students. They offered 
compensation between 20K- 60K per month completely depending on a 
candidate’s caliber and performance. Around 40 students from BCA / BBA / 
BCom participated in the drive and Kunal Mathur BCA Final Year Pass out 
(2019-20) was finally selected during the drive.



vii. Name of the event:-
Annual Alumni Meet Rendezvous ’21: It’s time to reminisce!

About the program:-
The first alumni home-coming, ‘Rendezvous’ was organized by the Department of

Computer Science of St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur on 13th Feb 2021 for batches from
2010-2020.This meet served as a meeting point in their glorious association with the
College and their grooming in the Department. There were 35 alumni from different
batches who participated in the meet and shared fond memories of their student days. They
recalled the role played by the teachers and the values of the College which had molded
their personal lives and shaped their careers.

Annual Alumni Meet 
Rendezvous ’21 

The first alumni home-coming, ‘Rendezvous’ was organized by the 

Department of  Computer Science of  St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur on 13th 

Feb 2021 for batches from 2010-2020.This meet served as a meeting point 

in their glorious association with the College and their grooming in the 

Department. There were 35 alumni from different batches who 

participated in the meet and shared fond memories of  their student days. 

They recalled the role played by the teachers and the values of  the College 

which had melded their personal lives and shaped their careers.

It’s time to reminisce!



viii. Name of the Event:-
Inter Department Poster Making Competition: Waste Management

About the Program:-
The objective of the program was to create awareness about waste management and to

involve students to think critically about the innovative methods to reduce, reuse and
recycle the waste of all types. It was also aimed to present exclusive methods to deal with
waste during the current Covid-19 Pandemic by the students. The themes of the
Competition were: Awareness of Waste Management and Waste Management during
Covid-19 Pandemic. 24 students submitted their creative hues. Jubi Ranka of BCA first
year won first position, Priyal Khandelwal, MA English Final Year and Aan Sarah
Zachariah, BCA second year won second position and Harshita Rathore, BCA first year
won third position in handmade poster making category, whereas, Mishika Agarwal, BBA
first year won first position, Nandini Pareek, BA English(Hons) – first year won second
position and Rajput Shorya Pratap Singh, BBA first year and Pauravi Mittal, BA
Psychology(Hons) first year won third position in digital poster making category.bout the
program:-

Inter Department Poster Making Competition: 
Waste Management

The objective of  the program was to create awareness about waste 
management and to involve students to think critically about the innovative 
methods to reduce, reuse and recycle the waste of  all types. It was also 
aimed to present exclusive methods to deal with waste during the current 
Covid-19 Pandemic by the students. The themes of  the Competition were: 
Awareness of  Waste Management and Waste Management during Covid-
19 Pandemic. 24 students submitted their creative hues. Jubi Ranka of  BCA 
first year won first position, Priyal Khandelwal, MA English Final Year and 
Aan Sarah Zachariah, BCA second year won second position and Harshita 
Rathore, BCA first year won third position in handmade poster making 
category, whereas, Mishika Agarwal, BBA first year won first position, 
Nandini Pareek, BA English(Hons) – first year won second position and 
Rajput Shorya Pratap Singh, BBA first year and Pauravi Mittal, BA 
Psychology(Hons) first year won third position in digital poster making 
category.



ix. Name of the event:-
COVID-19: Creative Strategies - Organic Farming at Home

About the program:-
The Department of Computer Science and Tech-X IT club in collaboration with FEEPC of

St Xavier's College, Jaipur organized a National Webinar on Covid '19 - Creative
Strategies: Organic Farming at Home on 25 November 2020. Mr. Prateek introduced the
concept of organic farming and its importance in today’s pandemic situation. He made the
participants aware of the health benefits of organic food and talked about various creative
strategies related to organic farming. He explained the different ways of managing and
converting unused urban spaces into organic food-producing spaces. He demonstrated
innovative products and methods which can be easily adapted to fulfill the passion of doing
organic farming on the rooftops. He further explained how organic farming can be done
with the least investment. He shared the real-life view of his own organic farms with the
participants.

COVID-19: Creative Strategies 
Organic Farming at Home

 The Department of  Computer Science and Tech-X IT club in 

collaboration with FEEPC of  St Xavier's College, Jaipur organized a 

National Webinar on Covid '19 - Creative Strategies: Organic Farming at 

Home on 25 November 2020. Mr. Prateek introduced the concept of  

organic farming and its importance in today’s pandemic situation. He 

made the participants aware of  the health benefits of  organic food and 

talked about various creative strategies related to organic farming. He 

explained the different ways of  managing and converting unused urban 

spaces into organic food-producing spaces. He demonstrated innovative 

products and methods which can be easily adapted to fulfill the passion of  

doing organic farming on the rooftops. He further explained how organic 

farming can be done with the least investment. He shared the real-life view 

of  his own organic farms with the participants.



x. Name of the event:-
COVID-19: Impact of Digitization on Mental Health

About the program:-
A webinar on the impact of digitalization on mental health during the COVID-19

pandemic was organized by the Department of Computer Science in collaboration with
Women’s Cell of St Xavier’s College Jaipur. With a great influx of both physical and
psychological knowledge of the human body, she precisely pointed to the impact of
excessive indulgence in the digital world on our mind and body. Coinciding with its
objective to make students aware about the impact of excessive use of the digital aids on
their lifestyle and learn the simple ways to keep them mentally and physically fit in the
COVID-19 situation, this webinar helped many college students resolve their dependency
on the digital world.

 COVID-19: Impact of Digitization 
on Mental Health

 A webinar on the impact of  digitalization on mental health during the 

COVID-19 pandemic was organized by the Department of  Computer 

Science in collaboration with Women’s Cell of  St Xavier’s College 

Jaipur. With a great influx of  both physical and psychological 

knowledge of  the human body, she precisely pointed to the impact of  

excessive indulgence in the digital world on our mind and body. 

Coinciding with its objective to make students aware about the impact 

of  excessive use of  the digital aids on their lifestyle and learn the simple 

ways to keep them mentally and physically fit in the COVID-19 

situation, this webinar helped many college students resolve their 

dependency on the digital world.

Make your Mental Health a Priority



xi. Name of the event:-
Panel Discussion on the theme (The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019- A vision for

future security) and Hands-on Experience on Data Privacy Methods

About the program:-
On the occasion of Data Privacy Day, the Department of Computer Science organized a

Panel Discussion and a hands-on experience session virtually on 28th January 2021 to
create a conducive environment which safeguards personal data of one and all. The theme
of the event was focused on - ‘Personal Data protection Bill, 2019- A Vision for future
Security’, which pans out the realm of privacy and several new facets that get unearthed
which play a vital role in deciding the future of this domain. On the occasion of  Data Privacy Day, the Department of  Computer 

Science organized a Panel Discussion and a hands-on experience 

session virtually on 28th January 2021 to create a conducive 

environment which safeguards personal data of  one and all. The 

theme of  the event was focussed on - ‘Personal Data protection Bill, 

2019- A Vision for future Security’, which pans out the realm of  

privacy and several new facets that get unearthed which play a vital 

role in deciding the future of  this domain.

Panel Discussion on the theme (The Personal 
Data Protection Bill, 2019- ) and Hands-on 

Experience on Data Privacy Methods

A vision for future security



The Covid-19 Action Committee was formed in the session 2020-21. The status of the 

current pandemic situation is worse and protecting the students and faculties who are 

attending college offline proves to be difficult.
 

  The sole objective of the committee
 
is to regulate and encourage everyone in the college 

campus to follow Covid-19 measures i.e sanitization, wearing mask properly, maintaining 

social distancing, etc.  

  

Under the expertise of doctors and guidance from management, the committee conducted 

activities to extend a hand to the helpless and needy who lost their means of survival due to 

the pandemic.  

Measures taken to follow Covid-19 safety measures:
 

●
 

An automatic sanitisation machine was installed at the reception area.
 

●

 

A manual foot-control sanitiser stands were installed outside to a few main offices and 

rooms in the college campus (Library, Staff Room 1 and 2, Principal Office, Entrance, 

Vice-Principal Office, Computer Lab, in corridors at each floor).

 

●

 

The masks were placed at reception for those who are not wearing or carrying it.

 

●

 

The posters were placed on various notice boards to promote covid-19 safety measures.

●

 

Each faculty member of the committee is directed to take campus round frequently to 

monitor the students, visitors, staff in the co llege campus.

 

●

 

A student found wearing no mask in the campus is fined Rs.100.

 

●

  

A thermal scan is conducted at the entrance gate of every individual visiting the college 

campus, body temperature and contact numbers are recorded in the registers on daily 

basis.

● Regular sanitization of the interior ( college  ) after college timings. 

 

 Details of the Activities organized/ Work Performed:

Covid-19 Action Committee 
Annual Report 2020-21 



 
1.

 

COVID-19-

 

Relief Package Drive (28th

 

Feb 2021):

 

The Covid-19 Action Committee with Xavier’s ISR Cell conducted COVID-19-

 

Relief 

Package Drive on 28th

 

Feb 2021 at St. Xavier’s Church premises, under the aegis of IQAC 

of St. Xavier’s College, Jaipur. Rev Fr Dr A Rex Angelo, SJ, Principal initiated this dr ive 

while emphasizing on the idea of social equality. During this donation drive, the staff of 

our College participated in the distribution of dry rations worth ₹ 1,57,975/-

 

to 61 deprived 

families. The Management of the college were also present during the distribution. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

2. FEED THE FEET: Food Drive (15th
 may 2021): 

In these difficult times, less -privileged people are out of a job, they don't have money to 

eat therefore, we helped people by providing food packets. This initiative was started by 

Rangoon Cafe "FEED THE FEET" in which they are trying to feed a few people. Each 

meal includes a full meal ( thali ) and a fruit ( banana ) and a Water bottle that costs ₹ 50 

/-. Our college has donated ₹10,000 on 15th may 2021 to feed 200 hungry people. 

 



 

 



 
 -By Buland Akhtar

 
 

 Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the 

intelligence by machines to perform a 

specific task. It is the assumption of 

human intelligence in machines, 

provided with coded instructions to think 

like humans. In simple terms, any task 

done/ done by a machine that requires 

human intelligence is Artificial 

Intelligence.  
 

AI plays a huge role in impacting society, with the introduction of AI, our society can have lots 

of productivity. AI’s are like virtual assistants like Amazon’s Alexa. Artificial intelligence is 

divided into three broad types –  Narrow AI, General AI, and Reactive Machines. All around 

us in many computers, we can see   

Narrow AI. There are many applications for Narrow AI: which include drones, customer 

service queries, etc. General AI is different and contrasting in carrying out many different tasks. 

This type of AI is commonly seen in many movies, the likes of Jarvis in Iron Man, but which 

does not exist today –  and AI experts are working on how soon it will become a reality. 

Reactive machines are the  simplest level of robots.  
 

According to a survey, among many groups of experts in 2012/13 by the AI researchers 

Vincent, and philosopher Nick, they reported a 50% chance of developing Artificial General 

Intelligence (AGI) between 2040 and 2050 and that could rise 90% by 2075. They predicted 

that ‘superintelligence’ was expected to come 30 years after the achievement of AGI. Surely, 

Artificial Intelligence will develop the workforce.
 

 

According to the PwC, in the United Kingdom, 7 million jobs will be replaced by AI from 

2017-37 but it could create 7.2 million jobs. AI can save money and can help to reduce 

operating costs. But In the end, will machines become super intelligent, and will humans lose 

all their ability and control in front of AI?
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE



 

-By Aan Sarah Zachariah 

 

 

There’s never been a better time to be in 

advertising and there’s never been a worse time. 

–
 

Aaron Reitkopt
 

Digital Marketing is rising in India rapidly. Many 

Indian companies are using Digital Marketing for 

emulative advantage. Only by Digital Marketing 

we cannot achieve success in marketing. Rather 

for success in Digital Marketing we have to 

explore the capabilities of various marketing 

techniques available. Beyond the both traditional 

and modern marketing start-ups in Digital 

Marketing fail many times. In this study precautions should be taken in

  

an effective manner in Digital Marketing to reap enormous potential to increase in sales.

  

In Covid, people are usually spending their time and money online than ever before. Now the 

pandemic, the internet has become a line-of-life for most businesses through Digital Marketing. 

If you want to invest in your company in Digital Marketing, it’s the right time. In covid people 

are engaging with Digital Marketing and marketing through social media all day every day. 

Covid

 

19 has solely amplified our desire and needs to engage with people and brands. Best 

marketing is almost never set in rock and these two years, things changed almost day by day 

in some ways. You have to be known that how important your online business can be in times 

like this. It allows you to communicate or contact with your clients or customer when other 

aspect may be preventing you from plaguing them in person.

  

Many companies manage their day-by-day customer or even client interactions on their social 

media platforms and some of their social media posts in their websites. By managing questions, 

customers comments and private messages in-house, and outside company can manage paid 

advertising, to your social media platforms in your respective websites and

 

can provide succour 

enhancing posts.

  

The risk of going outside to the market physically in these current times has made even the 

technologically unconscious with online. And now they are realizing the utter advantage of 

being able to order everything from a book to a refrigerator from the safety of their homes. 

While the plan was there before not in an explanatory way however the moment to deliver has 

arrived now. That is because Digital Marketing trends at the vary moment are not just calling 

for a transformation but a digital revolution.

 

DIGITAL MARKETING



 By Jithin Jo y

 
Neuralink is a neurotechnology company 

developing implantable Brain-machine interface 

(BMI) Founded by Elon Musk and a group of 

experts in areas such as neuroscience, 

biochemistry, and robotics. In April 2021, 

Neuralink showed a monkey playing the game 

"Pong" with the help of Neuralink implant. While 

similar technology has existed since 2002, when a 

research group first showed a monkey moving a 

computer cursor with the neural signals, scientists 

acknowledged the engineering progress in making 

the implant wireless and improving the number of implanted electrodes.
 

The Neuralink consists of 1,024 tiny, thin electrodes that look like microscopic threads. When 

I say tiny, we are looking at around 6 nanometers in diameter. It pi cks up electrical signals—

the “spike” or “action potential” that run the size of neurons when they’re started and signal 

the squirting of neurotransmitter chemicals across synapses. But several of what the team said 

appeared to imply that given enough of these signals, they’d be ready to interpolate actual 

thoughts or memories. Talking about concerns, there is an inventory of that, too. Hacking, 

software bugs, and hardware defects might be a threat to your lifestyle. 

Musk sorted out all types of neurological problems that a Neuralink might fix in the future —

vision, mental illness and hearing impairment, memory loss, and addiction were all on the list. 

But the primary probable use, he said, might rather be something humans can already do. That’s 

employing a neural implant to regulate a robotic prosthetic or operate a digital device. That is 

good for people with missing limbs or paralysis.
 

Presently, a neural implant and linked computers can understand to associate outbound signals 

with certain intentions. But

 

an individual has got to train with the device to find out to emit the 

sorts of signals it can understand whilst the device learns to correlate signals to desires or 

activity. Additional he also said that someday, a Neuralink would be able to capture and replay 

memories, even save them to an external drive and transfer them into a robot body. He said 

people with implants would be capable of telepathy—not just sending and receiving words, but 

actual ideas and pictures. (“Words are a really low rate,” Musk said. “We can have far better 

communication, because we can convey the actual thoughts.”)

 

That’s asking a future Neuralink to know, record, and transmit the neural substrate of thought. 

And no one knows what that is.

 

neuralink



By Nijo Ninan
 

Alexa is a virtual assistant AI built by 

Amazon, Amazon launched Alexa with the 

Amazon Echo, and the Amazon Echo Dot 

smart speakers developed by Amazon 

Lab126. It is capable of voice communication, 

making to-do lists, song playback, placing 

alarms, running podcasts, playing 

audiobooks, and providing weather 

conditions, traffic, sports, and other real-time 

information, such as news. It can control 

numerous smart gadgets using itself as a home 

automation system.  

Users can expand the Alexa abilities by installing "skills' '. Alexa, who was designed by 
Amazon's secretive Lab126, can listen to your voice commands and respond with contextual 

responses to help you get the job done. In March 2013 Amazon Alexa was initially released by 

the developers. The Operating System used in Alexa was Fire OS later, iOS 11.0 or later. In 

Nov 2014, Amazon launched Alexa alongside the Echo. It was inspired by the computer voice 

and conversational system on board the Starship Enterprise in science fiction TV series and 

movies. With Alexa, we can communicate with our voice and listen to favorite songs, make a 

to-do list, weather updates, etc. Devices such as Amazon Echo, echo plus, echo show, echo dot 

connect with Alexa to play music, control smart homes, get weather updates, and much more. 

Along with several advantages, Alexa also has disadvantages, people can identify who is 

present in the home based on echo private conversations. Others can also access echo 

conversations. It is a cloud-based device so it can create problems if there is any trouble in the 

cloud. The echo must be plugged in to use since it has no internal battery. It is a Amazon’s 

cloud-based voice service accessible on more than 100 million gadgets from Amazon and third-

party device manufacturers. Alexa can help you build natural voice experiences that offer users 

a more insightful way to interact with the technology they use every day. Skills are like apps 

for Alexa, enabling customers to perform everyday tasks or engage with our content naturally 

with voice. By the help of Alexa Skills Kit, you can easily start building your own Alexa skills 

today. Build voice-forward products by integrating Alexa into our devices or controlling our 

devices with Alexa. By using the Alexa Voice Service, we can create devices with Alexa built -

in, add Alexa control to our smart devices, or both. And build fun, Bluetooth-connected 

accessories called Alexa Gadgets. With Alexa for Hospitality, we can delight guests by making 

it easy to access our services by voice. Amazon Alexa is a voice assistant device and provides 

a way to communicate with it via voice and can provide different services like Food delivery, 

Request Taxi, Weather, News, Wikipedia, Traffic, Music, any smart home automation/IoT 

device. So, it can be used almost anywhere like in-home or office which creates time 

management.
 

ALEXA DEVELOPMENT



By Anmol Khandelwal
 

Autonomous driving the stuff of science 

fiction since the first roads were paved are 

coming and they are going to radically 

change our future in ways we just cannot 

imagine.
 

The idea of self-driving cars is simply to 

build a car with cameras and sensors that 

can track all the objects around it. The car 

should react if it is about to steer into one. 
 

 

And once in-car computers know all driving rules, they should be able to navigate to their 

destination while having a better knowledge of traffic. 

 in the end, autonomous driving cars need not be the best, instead, they just have to be better 

than humans. In data, it was found that nearly 1.54 lakhs people were killed in road accidents 

in the year 2019 only and not only that, but every human being also spent 7 years of their life 

in driving vehicles, a study finds.how will it affect our fu ture? The answer is for everything 

there are some pros and cons and for this we have that. 

Over the years the number of people killed in accidents will be reduced, no waste of time in 

driving, traffic efficiency will be increased, helpful for people with disabilitie s, lower fuel 

consumption and what not.but at the same time, many people will lose their job, it is hackable, 

and which can terribly kill humans, privacy concerns as the big data companies can use it for 

their profit and in initial stages, it has a potential to go wrong by giving the power of it into the 

wrong hands.
 

 
human society should not forget that we are always great at inventing things rather than using 

them wisely. Therefore, while progressing with this technology, policies should be formulated 

and deeply studied by experts to avoid the destruction of this great idea.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AUTONOMOUS DRIVING



 

-By Ayush Singh

 
If you only Google “what is IoT?”, many of 

the answers are unnecessarily technical. 

“The Internet of Things is a system of 

interconnected computing devices, digital 

machines and mechanical objects, animals, 

folks that are given unique identifiers and 

thus the flexibility to transmit data over a 

network with no requiring human-to-human 

or human-to-computer communication.
 

 

An unnecessarily technical explanation of IoT Let us provide you with an ea of other things, 

processes, and environments. Connecting devices to the internet yields many amazing 

advantages. We all have seen these benefits with our smartphones, laptops, and tablets, which 

made our work easy. The IoT is really a reasonably simple concept, it means taking all the 

items within the world and connecting them to the web. LET’S TAKE AN EXAMPLE OF A 

SENSIBLE FARM On the farm, getting information about the soil moisture can tell farmers 

exactly when their crops will be watered. Rather than watering an excessive amount or watering 

insufficient, the farmer can make sure that crops get precisely the correct quantity of water. 

Which saves more money and more money for farmers and more food for the country. If the 

irrigation system receives information about the weather by
 
internet, it also can know when it’s 

getting to rain and choose to not water the crops. And it doesn't stop there! All thsy explanation 

of the IoT. How
  
are you connected to a iot? It must be a computer, a phone, maybe a tablet, or 

a laptop but whatever device you’re using, it must be connected to the internet. It is about 

extending the facility of the web beyond computers and smartphones to an entire rangee 

information about the soil moisture,
  

What proportion the irrigation system is watering the crops, and the way well the crops are 

grown, are often collected and sent to supercomputers that run amazing databases which will 

add up to all this information. Add in other sensors like light, air quality, and temperature, and 

these data can learn far more. This is only one example, imagine a sensible home, a driverless 

car, a sensible city, etc. The scope of IoT is large. With dozens, hundreds, thousands of 

interconnected devices all collecting this information, these data can create incredible insights 

into the way to work and grow the simplest.

 

 

IOT FOR THE BETTER FUTURE
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HARSHITA RATHORE
(BCA-I)
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JUBI RANKA
(BCA-I)



polariods

ANIKET BHATIA
(BCA-II)



SHUBH SRIVASTAVA
(BCA-II)
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ANMOL KHANDELWAL
(BCA-I)
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